Over the past 100 years, the lattice spin systems were the most actively studied models in statistical mechanics, principally due to their being perhaps the simplest models exhibiting cooperative phenomena, or phase transitions. By far the most important and most extensively studied of these systems is the spin Ising model on a square lattice in the absence of an external field, in which each site *i* = 1, 2, ... *V* has two possible states: *s*~*i*~ = +1 or *s*~*i*~ = −1. The Hamiltonian of the model can be written in the form

where the sum runs over all nearest-neighbour pairs of lattice sites and counts each pair only once, and −*J* is the energy of a pair of parallel spins. The importance of this model stems from the fact that it belongs to the few models of statistical physics for which exact computations may be carried out (for general reading see[@b1][@b2]).

The first exact, quantitative result for the two dimensional Ising model on a square lattice was obtained in 1941 by Kramers and Wannier[@b3], who used the low- and high-temperature expansion method to formulate the self-duality transformation by means of which they find the exact critical temperature of the system. Shortly afterwards, in 1944, their result was confirmed by Onsager[@b4], who derived an explicit expression for the free energy in zero field and thereby established the precise nature of the critical point. And although, at present, the list of different developments in the study of the model is relatively long (for a quick historical overview see preface to the chapter 10 in ref. [@b5]), with this article we complement the list with a new important item: the exact low-temperature series expansion for the partition function of the model on the infinite lattice. To be concrete, we provide the exact expression for the coefficients in the expansion, which is equivalent to exact determination of the number of spin configurations at a given energy. Recently, different issues (both theoretical and computational) related to this problem have been discussed (see e.g. refs [@b6], [@b7], [@b8], [@b9], [@b10], [@b11] and their numerous citations). Let us also mention very recent work[@b12] in which author finds series expansion in the different than low-temperature i.e. *v* = sin h(2 *βT*)/cos h^2^(2*βT*) variable as a hypergeometric function. It is very inspiring result, however, it deals with the different series expansion and thus it is not directly related to our work. Mentioned discussion of low-temperature series expansions has always been more or less clearly associated with an attempt to find an answer to the fundamental question of how signals for phase transitions can be inferred from the number of energy states. In the following, by considering the energy distribution, which is the probability of finding the system in an equilibrium state with a given energy, we shed some light on these issues.

The first lengthy low-temperature series expansion of the partition function per spin for the square lattice Ising model in the absence of the magnetic field was calculated by Domb in 1949[@b13]:

where *x* = exp\[−2*βJ*\] and *β* = (*k*~*B*~*T*)^−1^. Terms in [Eq. (1)](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"} were obtained in a systematic way from matrix operators, but the process of their derivation was very tedious and no general expression for the lattice constants (i.e. coefficients in the expansion) was given. In this paper, we use some ideas and formulas, which originate from combinatorics, to get the exact expression for the coefficients. And although our result is important in itself, it is also a pretext to draw physicists' attention to the progress made in recent years in (enumerative) combinatorics[@b14][@b15], due to which some theoretical issues related to series expansions in physics of lattice systems[@b16][@b17][@b18] may be treated in a completely different way to provide new insights into the already solved problems and to stimulate yet another actions towards unsolved models.

Although, as far as we know, the Bell-polynomial approach for the Ising model, which is described in this paper, was not considered in the literature, it may be viewed as a variation of the cluster expansion[@b19][@b20] or Mayer-Ursell formalism[@b21][@b22]. The mentioned, well-known techniques provide systematic procedures for the series expansion of the free energy[@b20]. Coefficients of those series expansions are strictly related to the enumeration of some combinatorial or geometrical structures[@b19]. In some sense, our Bell-polynomial approach is an inverse operation to the cluster expansion, because we start with the free energy, which is given as a series, and then calculate coefficients of the series expansions of the partition function.

Derivation of the Main Result
=============================

The main idea behind this paper is that the low temperature series expansion of the partition function, *Z*(*x*), of any lattice model can be easily obtained from the low temperature series expansion of the corresponding free energy, *f*(*x*). In this article we consider the Ising model on a square lattice in the so-called bulk version. More specific our calculations are based on the Kaufman-Onsager solution of the model in the case of the periodic boundary conditions. Because of the fact that we analyse only bulk version of free energy (i.e. free energy per site in the limit of the infinit lattice) our considerations in that point are independent of the chosen boundary conditions. It is important to emphasise that this independence is satisfied for the square lattice Ising model as a special case not as a general rule. For detailed discussion of the boundary condition dependence in the lattice models see Ruelle's book[@b23], especially in chapter 1.7 and for the special case of the six vertex model see[@b24].

In the mentioned case the corresponding expression between *Z*(*x*) and *f*(*x*) can be written as a formal power series (there is no guarantee of the convergence) in the following form[@b25]:

where the factor is due to the doubly degenerate ground state of energy −2*J*, in which all the spins are aligned, and the series coefficients in Eq. (2),

which are given by the *N*-th complete Bell polynomials, *Y*~*N*~({*a*~*n*~}), stand for the number of spin configurations with energy 2*JN* above the ground state. Finally, the complete Bell polynomials in [Eqs (2](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([3](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are defined as follows:

where *B*~*N,k*~({*a*~*n*~}) represent the so-called partial (or incomplete) Bell polynomials, which can be calculated from the expression below:

where the summation takes place over all integers *c*~*n*~ ≥ 0, such that

In order to get [Eq. (2)](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"} the generating function for Bell polynomials[@b14] has been used, which is equivalent (as far as *a*~*n*~ ≥ 0 for all *n* ≥ 0) to the so-called *exponential formula*, which is a cornerstone of enumerative combinatorics. The formula deals with the question of counting composite structures that are built out of a given set of building blocks[@b26]. It states that the exponential generating function for the number of composite structures, *Z*(*x*), is the exponential of the exponential generating function for the building blocks, −*βf*(*x*). Here, it is interesting to note that the famous dimer solutions of the zero-field planar Ising models initiated by Kasteleyn[@b27][@b28], and further developed by many others (e.g. see papers citing ref. [@b29]), are a direct consequence of this formula, in which the partition function stands for the generating function of the number of spin configurations with a given energy, and the free energy is the generating function for dimmers.

Returning to the main topic of this paper: As seen in [Eqs (2](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}), to provide the exact expression for the coefficients *g*(*N*) in the low temperature series expansion of the partition function, the coefficients {*a*~*n*~} in the low temperature expansion of −*βf*(*x*), must first be determined. Starting from the famous result of Onsager for the bulk free energy per site:

One can show (see [Supplementary Information sec. I](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that for odd values of *n* the coefficients are equal to zero:

while for even values of *n* they are given by:

where the summation takes place over all quadruple numbers , which satisfy conditions and is even.

By using [Eqs (7](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([8](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}), one gets the following sequence:

from which the known expression for the low temperature series expansion of the bulk free energy per site, [Eq. (6)](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, can be drawn (cf. [Eq. (15)](#eq26){ref-type="disp-formula"} in ref. [@b7]):

Up to this point our considerations were exact and concentrated on the bulk case of the infinite square-lattice Ising model. Nonetheless, the presented results may also provide an approximate formulae for the coefficients *g*(*N*, *V*) in the low-temperature series expansion of the partition function for the Ising model on a finite square lattice of the size *V*, i.e.

where *F*(*x*, *V*) stands for the free energy. In this case, we denote series expansion of the free energy as . One can consider the following approximation for the free energy: . This approximation provides the exact formula for the coefficients *A*~*n*~(*V*) = *Va*~*n*~ with *n* ≪ *V*. Since the *N*-th Bell polynomial depends only on the first *N* variables, cf. [Eqs (4](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([5](#eq17){ref-type="disp-formula"}), it is true that for *N* ≪ *V*:

which allows one to obtain the first terms in the series expansion of Eq. (10)

Discussion
==========

Now, a few comments about the obtained results are in order. First, we checked numerically that the coefficients in the low temperature series expansion of the free energy are non-negative. From the definition of the critical temperature, as a smallest value for which the low-temperature series expansion for the free energy do not converge one see that (for numerical evidence see [Supplementary Information, sec. III](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

with *C* being a positive constant and

where *T*~*c*~ is the critical temperature at which the second-order phase transition in the Ising model occurs. The non-negative character of these coefficients is very significant: It brings to mind the so-called *perfect gas of clusters* model[@b30], in which the coefficients, i.e. {*a*~*n*~}, stand for the number of microscopic realisations of clusters of size *n*[@b25][@b31][@b32][@b33]. For completeness, let us recall that in the perfect gas of clusters model, particles constituting a fluid may interact only when they belong to the same cluster (i.e. there is no potential energy of interaction between the clusters), and the clusters do not compete with each other for volume.

To these ideas have become more intelligible, let us consider *N* distinguishable elements (particles, portions of energy etc.) partitioned into *k* non-empty and disjoint subsets (groups, energy clusters etc.) of *n*~*i*~ \> 0 elements each, where . There are exactly

of such partitions, where *c*~*n*~ ≥ 0 stands for the number of subsets of size *n*, with the largest subset size being equal to *N* − *k* + 1, and where [Eq. (5)](#eq17){ref-type="disp-formula"} are satisfied. Suppose further that in such a composition, subsets of the same size are indistinguishable from one another, and each of *c*~*n*~ subsets of size *n* can be in any one of *a*~*n*~ ≥ 0 internal states. Then the number of partitions becomes:

Summing the last expression, [Eq. (16)](#eq27){ref-type="disp-formula"}, over all integers *c*~*n*~ ≥ 0 specified by [Eq. (5)](#eq17){ref-type="disp-formula"} one gets the partial Bell polynomial, *B*~*N,k*~({*a*~*n*~}), which is defined by [Eq. (4)](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Then, summing the partial polynomials over *k* one gets the complete polynomial, *Y*~*N*~({*a*~*n*~}), the combinatorial meaning of which is obvious (i.e. they describe the number of partitions of a set of size *N* into an arbitrary number of subsets), and whose exponential generating function, , is equal to , see [Eq. (2)](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, i.e. it is defined by the exponential generating function of the sequence {*a*~*n*~}.

The above considerations mean that the zero-field square lattice Ising model is mathematically equivalent to a perfect gas of clusters. Of course, the alleged gas model referred to has nothing to do with the well-known lattice gas model which was studied by Yang and Lee[@b34], and in which the excluded volume effect must be taken into account. Moreover, even if one is skeptical as to whether one can ever determine the microscopic details of such a gas (i.e. details of its interparticle interactions), it can be shown that the mere idea of such a gas is very fruitful, because it allows one to take a look at the phenomenon of phase transition in the Ising model from a completely new perspective.

In order to show this, let us consider the energy distribution at a given temperature, i.e. the probability *P*(*N,x*) of finding the system (both the Ising model and the perfect gas of energy-clusters model) in an equilibrium state with energy 2*JN* above the ground state. The energy distribution is simply given by:

Substituting [Eqs (2](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([10](#eq31){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into this expression, and then using properties of Bell polynomials (see p. 135 in ref. [@b14]), i.e.

can be written as (see [Supplementary Information sec. IV](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}):

Now, thinking in terms of a gas of independent energy-clusters and having in mind the general expression for the complete Bell polynomials, [Eq. (4)](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the coefficients {*a*~*n*~*x*^*n*^} after dividing them by (to remove distinguishability of energy portions), may be interpreted as *thermodynamic preferences* for clusters of size *n* = 1, 2, .... (To make this clear, the term 'thermodynamic preference' is used here for the product of the number of microscopic realizations of clusters, which consist of indistinguishable energy portions, , and the corresponding Boltzmann factor, *x*^*n*^.) Then, using [Eq. (13)](#eq23){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one can see that the introduced thermodynamic preferences strongly depend on temperature. For even values of *n* one gets:

from which it is easy to see that the passage through the critical point is related to the complete change in preferences on the size of energy clusters. Below the critical temperature, for *x *\< *x*~*c*~ (when the Ising model is in the ferromagnetic state), smaller clusters are characterized by higher preferences. In this temperature range, the preferences are an exponentially decreasing function of the cluster's size. On the other hand, above the critical temperature, for *x* \> *x*~*c*~ (when the Ising model is in the paramagnetic state), the preferences monotonically increase as a function of *n*. Phase transition occurs, when the preferences do not depend on clusters' size! This description in a vivid way illustrates the origins of phase transitions in the infinite systems. It also suggests, how finite-size systems modify this scenario by changing, above the critical point, a monotonically increasing sequence {*a*~*n*~*x*^*n*^/*n*!} to unimodal {*A*~*n*~*x*^*n*^/*n*!}.

Finally, [Eq. (20)](#eq36){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be used to rewrite [Eq. (19)](#eq33){ref-type="disp-formula"} in a compact way, i.e. for *x* ≤ *x*~*c*~ one has:

where ~1~F~1~(1 − *N*; 2; −*C*) is the so-called confluent hypergeometric function of the first kind[@b35] (for details see [Supplementary Information, sec. V](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the positive constant *C*, see [Eq. (13)](#eq23){ref-type="disp-formula"}, can be determined from the condition of normalization of *P*(*N*, *x*).

The last remark is related to the coefficients in the low-temperature series expansion of the partition function per spin, see Eq. (1),

It is clear that the coefficients can be easily obtained from [Eqs (2](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([3](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences (OEIS)[@b36] this sequence is catalogued under the number A002890. It is worth to mention that our approach not only presents exact formulae for the terms of this sequence but also provides fast method for calculating successive terms (see [Supplementary Materials sec. VI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Summary
=======

In summary, in this paper we have used combinatorial formalism to obtain the exact low-temperature series expansion for the partition function of the two-dimensional zero-field Ising model on the infinite square lattice. We have shown that the phase transition in the Ising model can be explained through equivalence between the model and the perfect gas of energy clusters model, in which the passage through the critical point is related to the complete change in the thermodynamic preferences on the size of clusters. The combinatorial approach reported in this article is very general and can be easily applied to other models for which exact solutions are known.
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